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GDMX is launching a multi exchange consolidated/aggregated trading platform that, upon completion, will
allow is users to trade multiple exchanges under one platform. A robust, stable, technically superior platform
that will allow institutions and individual traders alike, to trade the cryptocurrency market with best price
execution and market depth.
e founding team is completely based out of United States and consists of ﬁve business professionals
combined with over 60 years of ﬁnancial experience. e development team is based out of Ukraine with
tremendous experience in developing trading and ﬁnancial applications. GDMX has also enlisted a number of
advisors with various ﬁnancial and technology backgrounds to enhance this project.
Our goal is to build a full service trading infrastructure and to create an independent multifaceted ecosystem
that will streamline three major components of the digital economy:
A liquidity provider, a trading platform, and a complete API framework.
e most important components are:
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

A scalable Order Management and Matching system
One uniﬁed factory standard API as .NET and FIX for all players
Large liquidity pool, based on order books from all connected exchanges
Relay gateways for Level1 and Level2 fastest data books
Lowest service fees
Reliable and familiar deployment methods for large institutions

Furthermore, our goal is to also create an independent marketplace with a smart contract depository, which
records all trading and non-trading transactions in blockchain. It is designed to become a single standardized
system for monitoring and resolving disputes between the trader and the broker, and to eliminate the
possibility of misuse of client funds.
GDMX tokens – are at the core of all transactions made in the GDMX project. No payment can be conducted
without the GDMX token. Its main goal, regulated by smart-contract, is to stimulate token holders to use GDMX
in their daily platform usage, and to attract new users to our platform. e only issuance of GDMX tokens will be
during the ICO, which is also the presale of GDMX services usage opportunity. GDMX is planning to list its
tokens on crypto currency exchanges to increase its user base and provide the most comprehensive services.
Based on our thorough research and projections that GDMX will capture between 2% to 2.5% of market share
in the next ﬁve years, we are looking at the following revenue projections:
First year of operations 2019 we are projecting to receive revenues of $32,467,070.24 from execution and
software fees. Second year projections are $43,830,544.82, third year $54,788,181.03, fourth year
$65,745,817.24 and ﬁfth year $72,320,398.96. (for details refer to GMDX white paper pages 26-29)
GDMX is projecting to launch an Initial Coin Oﬀering with Pre-Token thru a Private round starting on July 1, 2018
at 12:01:00, proceeded by 10 Day period. e token will be priced at $.0.25 per each GDMX token.
Phases

Discount

Discount Price

Token Amount

Pre-ICO Private Sale
Pre-ICO
ICO Day 1
ICO Day 2-14
ICO Day 15-30
ICO Day 31-45

60%
40%
20%
15%
10%
0%

$0.10
$0.15
$0.20
$0.21
$0.23
$0.25

10,800,000
18,000,000
36,000,000
52,200,000
45,000,000
18,000,000

Total Tokens GDMX:
Total issued:
ICO HARD CAP:

400,000,000
180,000,000
36,697,500
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